Soft-tissue cells are surprisingly sensitive to the elasticity of their microenvironment, suggesting that traditional culture plastic and glass are less relevant to tissue regeneration and chemotherapeutics than might be achieved. Cells grown on gels that mimic the elasticity of tissue reveal a significant influence of matrix elasticity on adhesion, cytoskeletal organization, and even the differentiation of human adult derived stem cells. Cellular forces and feedback are keys to how cells feel their mechanical microenvironment, but detailed molecular mechanisms are still being elucidated. This review summarizes our initial findings for multipotent stem cells and also the elasticity-coupled effects of drugs on cancer cells and smooth muscle cells. The drugs include the contractility inhibitor blebbistatin, the proliferation inhibitor mitomycin C, an apoptotis-inducing antibody against CD47, and the translation inhibitor cycloheximide. The differential effects not only lend insight into mechano-sensing of the substrate by cells, but also have important implications for regeneration and molecular therapies.
Introduction
Physical contact of a soft tissue cell with its solid surroundings is integral to anchorage-dependence and other functions of the cell. Contacts or adhesions allow a cell to probe various properties of the extracellular matrix (ECM) as well as other cells, but in order to study such systems methodically, model microenvironments with well-defined parameters are needed. Fig. 1A illustrates a prototypical system that has emerged over the last decade that enables the study of the effects of a solid substrate's elasticity on cells. A tissue cell is shown attached via receptor-engaged contractile 'stress fibers' not to rigid plastic or glass but to an elastic substrate of tunable stiffness given by the elastic modulus E. Just as in vivo, adhesive ligands mediate attachment and cells are immersed in serum full of nutrients and growth factors. Such mechanochemical culture models have indeed revealed the important biophysical interplay of cells and their microenvironment, thereby illuminating the fact that elasticities typical of solid tissue can be as influential to tissue cell structure and function as soluble chemical factors. The results even raise questions about the pathological effects of various forms of fibrosis and sclerosis (e.g. arteriosclerosis, multiple sclerosis)-which literally means 'hardening' as in hardening of the arteries. Here we extend recent reviews (e.g. [1] ) to some of our recent data on substrate elasticity effects on cells, starting with stem cells before describing some of the modulating effects on drug efficacy.
Tissue cells pull hard
Around 1980, at a time when various key cell adhesion and matrix molecules were still being elaborated [2] , the developmental biologist A.K. Harris and his coworkers showed by very visual means that many non-muscle cells are highly contractile. They made highly flexible, silicone rubber films to image the strain-induced wrinkles under many types of tissue cells [3] . Fig. 2 shows the types of wrinkling deformations visible beneath adhering and contracting 3T3 fibroblasts, demonstrating that cells directly apply mechanical forces as they interact with their microenvironment. Although such films are still in use today, relating the wrinkling to tissue elasticities has proven difficult, and so connections to tissue function are less clear than might be achieved.
Lurking within the studies of film wrinkling was a deeper, biologically important question of feedback: does the cellinduced strain exert an influence back on the cell? Cell biophysicist Y.L. Wang and coworkers provided perhaps the first clear and surprising answer. They replaced the wrinkling films with thick polyacrylamide (PA) gels in which the Young's modulus E could be tuned by polymer crosslinking, and then they showed that gel elasticity directly influences how cells spread, migrate, contract, and organize key intracellular structures such as focal adhesions [4] . This seminal work was somewhat limited by inaccurate measurements of E (that continue in many labs today and so workers in the field should beware), however, it subsequently led to an elaboration of "traction maps" that exploited displacements of gel-embedded beadsrather than wrinklesto map out cell-induced strains in the elastic substrate [5] . A number of other biologically important feedback-based "cell on gel" effects were derived from such cell-matrix mechanics [1] , but these have been placed increasingly in a tissue context with more accurate measurements of E that not only clarify the level of stress or traction exerted by the cells but also allow important comparisons to tissue microenvironments.
Cells 'grip' a substrate by attachment to adhesive ligands through transmembrane receptors that are often linked to the cytoskeleton. Synthetic matrices such as PA gels must therefore be covalently coated with ECM proteins, but while ligand density is important, it cannot override the key modulating effects of substrate elasticity [1] . In such studies, gels are attached to glass coverslips to maintain a well-defined gel surface, and to minimize detachment, shift, or gel shrinkage in prolonged cell culture. Furthermore, a basic law in polymer physics is that an increase in, physical or chemical, crosslinking increases the stiffness of a gel. With PA gels, increasing the concentrations of acrylamide monomer or bis-acrylamide crosslinker indeed increases the elastic modulus (or Young's modulus) in the range of E ∼ 0.1-100kPa (Table 1) . This is a relatively large range compared to most other polymer systems and can in principle lead to gel mimics of very soft tissues such as brain (∼ 0.5kPa), intermediate stiffness tissues such as muscle (∼ 10kPa, transverse and in a relaxed state), and rigid tissues such as pre-mineralized collagenous bone (≥ 30kPa) as depicted in Fig. 1B . While the cited elasticities are typical of normal tissues, disease states often lead to changes in tissue mechanical properties. Perhaps the classic example is the rigidification in tumors that forms the basis for breast cancer self-examination, but further examples include several forms of neuro-degeneration, such as multiple sclerosis and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis that involve 'hardening' of otherwise soft neuronal tissue. Suitably tuned elastic gel substrates might serve as better models to study such diseases, especially the coupling to soluble factors and perhaps drug treatments as elaborated below.
Collagen I coated substrates that are stiffwith E ranging from 20kPa gels to 1GPa glass coverslipswill generally promote maximal cell spreading, drive localized enrichments of cell adhesion proteins (i.e. 'focal adhesions'), and foster cytoskeleton assembly with stress fiber formation. In contrast, cells on very soft gels tend to be rounder and less spread, exhibiting few stable focal adhesions and a more diffuse and less organized cytoskeleton. All of these aspects of adhesion influence the tractions or stresses exerted by the cells. By monitoring bead displacement in gels, estimates of tractions from classical elasticity computations imply cell stresses can be up to ∼ 1-10kPa, and while these stresses are generally directed radially inward by contractile stresses, they are heterogeneous [5] . PA gel systems can be functionalized with various densities of ligands, and are otherwise inert, linearly elastic, and stable in long term culture. For these reasons and more, PA gels continue to be a key material of choice for the study of cells on elastic matrices; but other synthetic hydrogel systems are also being exploited to measure cell-generated forces and/or monitor cell responses to substrate elasticity. For instance, matrices of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), polyethylene glycol (PEG), and polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEM) have shown similar effects as PA gels [6] [7] [8] [9] . PDMS micro-pillar arrays are likewise being used to measure the traction forces of cells [10, 11] , although such systems convolute substrate elasticity effects with topology or geometry effects.
The synthetic polymers cited above allow one to learn newand arguably importantbiology, but such materials might not be optimal for in vivo applications. Natural ECMs can be made or modified from fibronectin, fibrinogen [12] , collagen [13] , or a mixture known as matrigel [14, 15] composed of collagen, laminin, and growth factors co-extracted from murine tumors. These ECMs are biocompatible in many ways and possibly allow for therapeutic use in the body as discussed below, although care must be taken when using animal-derived proteins, especially from different species ('xenobiotics') [16] . Despite important advantages with ECMs such as the ability to embed cells and present a 3-dimensional fibrillar network that resembles an in vivo microenvironment, the elasticity of these natural scaffolds is less 'tunable'. It therefore seems important to select the proper material based on both the desired receptorligand interactions (detailed below) and the cell-directing mechanical properties of the ECM.
In addition to gels of natural ECM proteins, polysaccharides and their derivatives are also being developed to study 'cell on gel' effects. Alginate, a seaweed-derived product, has been labeled with two distinct fluorescent dyes by Mooney and coworkers so that Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) between the dyes will occur at locations where cell adhesions cluster the material and increase the local fluorophore density [17] . Glycosaminoglycans are linear polysaccharides with additional carboxylic and acetamido side groups, making them particularly good candidates for biomaterial applications, especially as they are commonly found in mammalian connective tissue. In particular, hyaluronic acid (HA) has already been used extensively for wound healing purposes, and can be covalently cross-linked (using an efficient chemical modification scheme) to form stable but soft hydrogels [18] ; we have recently extended this chemistry with minor modification to achieve stable and stiff gels that cover the range of E achieved with PA gels (Table 1 ). Since HA is polysaccharidebased and does not contain any protein, it is readily purified and free of xenobiotics that can prompt an immune response; it has thus been safely injected into animals and humans [19, 20] . Table 1 summarizes the origin and elasticity of some of the cited cell matrices.
Accurate micro-measurements of substrate elasticity
A number of experimental approaches allow one to measure the mechanical properties of matrices used for cell culture studies. However, techniques that measure culture samples on the micron length scale are perhaps the most appropriate since cells feel their matrices on this length scale rather than on length scales of millimeters or more. Compared to macroscopic methods, micro-scale methods can best assess matrix homogeneity or heterogeneity-both laterally and through the depth of a gel. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and related nano-indenter devices are perfectly suited for micro-scale measurements as these instruments use a well-defined indenting tip to deform the substrate and measure the requisite force. While the AFM developed in the 1980's by Binnig et al. [21] is often used as a 'stylus' for topographical imaging of samples at nanometer scale resolution, the many commercial instruments available now also generally allow precise mechanical measurements with a wide choice of indenter shape, cantilever stiffness (i.e. spring constant), and control over indentation rate and depth [22] . Important to biological applications, an AFM can be operated in a liquid environment, which has fostered its success in measuring the mechanical properties of hydrogel matrices [8] , as well as living cells [23] and even single protein molecules [24] . As depicted in Fig. 3A , a probe-tipped AFM cantilever is pushed into the substrate while cantilever bending is measured by a reflected laser beam. A wide range of materials with a Young's modulus E from 1MPa (very rigid) down to 100Pa (very soft) can be accurately measured using cantilevers that bend at the tip with a spring constant as small as 10-100pN/nm. Most of the newer commercially available scanning AFMs also offer the possibility to raster across a sample in force-mode to map the sample's surface elasticity with sub-micrometer resolution.
Force-indention curves fitted with a variant of the classic Hertz model [25] yield the Young's modulus E. A pyramidal tip is commonly used for imaging, but it also works for elasticity measurements and is most simply approximated as a conical probe with an opening angle α, so that the appropriate equation to determine E is:
where F is the force to bend the cantilever (i.e. F = k c d in Fig. 3B ), δ is the indentation into the gel, and ν is the gel's Poisson ratio that is separately measured (or estimated typically as 0.3-0.5). Fig. 3B shows measured data points (black) for indentation δ vs. position z and the respective best fit for E of the modified Hertz model (solid red line). While all of the above elasticities for various materials correspond to low frequency or low rate quasi-static elasticity and should be compared when possible to large samples subjected to classical measurements such as tensile tests (e.g. hanging a weight on a rectangular sample), micro-methods also exist to measure the frequencydependent rheology of substrates. Such measurements will no doubt be important in the future to understand the time scale over which cells feel their substrate. Based on current views, it seems unlikely that cells pull on their substrates or respond at MHz or higher frequencies, but timescales from milliseconds to hours are all potentially relevant to the cell on gel response. Focal adhesion proteins, for example, bind and dissociate from focal adhesions on time scales of ∼ 1-10s [26] . Among other commonly used methods to determine the mechanical properties of gels are standard macroscopic rheology techniques (e.g. disk rheometer) or scanning probe microscope (SPM) modes of AFM [27] , that can determine not only the static elastic response of gels but also the dynamic viscous behavior described by the storage modulus (elastic solid) and loss modulus (viscous fluid) as well as non-linearities with strain. The latter method even allows for assessing the micro rheology of the gel. A comparative study of several types of bio-matrix gels and PA gels [28] has shown that whereas PA gels exhibit elasticity independent of the applied strain, biological gels of collagen or fibrin or cytoskeletal proteinssuch as actin, vimentin, or neurofilamentsall display a strainhardening behavior. Further developments of materials and continued study of cell responses should probably assess such non-linearities.
Micro-elasticity of tissue and organs
The methods described above can also be applied to accurate determinations of the stiffness of different tissues in native conditions. As mentioned earlier, the elasticity of tissue in an organism ranges from very soft (∼ 0.1-1kPa, e.g. brain tissue) [29, 30] to extremely stiff or rigid (30kPa and far above, e.g. osteoid and fully mineralized bone, respectively). We have had a particular interest in striated muscle and various muscle diseases, and we and others have used AFM to measure their transverse elasticity. At the molecular scale, relaxed myofibrils from rabbit skeletal muscle have an intermediate modulus of E ≈ 11.5 ± 3.5kPa that increases almost 10-fold in the fully contracted 'rigor' state (84.0 ± 18.1kPa) [31] . The relaxed results appear relatively consistent with measurements for the passive transverse elasticity of rat skeletal muscle of 15.6 ± 5.4kPa under in vivo compression [32] . Both of these values agree with our measurements for the passive elasticity of EDL muscle from normal mice with E ≈ 12 ± 4kPa [33] and the elasticity of 1-week old C2C12 cells E ≈ 12-15kPa [34] . In light of tissue or organ regeneration, it is also important to determine the elasticity of diseased or regenerating tissue. For example, we find that the muscle from dystrophic mice has an increased stiffness of about 18 ± 6kPa [33] . Likewise, myofibroblast-rich granulation tissue formed during wound closure has E ≈ 50 ± 30kPa that is 3-5-fold higher than normal tissue [35] . We have also measured myocardium, which in healthy rats yields E = 18 ± 2kPa and a threefold increase to E = 55 ± 15kPa for infarcted myocardium [36] . In general, rigor and disease can significantly stiffen tissue.
Ligands for cell adhesion
'Cell on gel' effects do not mitigate the importance of matrix ligand-they add to them. For successful cell adhesion, components of the ECM such as collagen or laminin must be used and these are recognized of course by adhesion receptors such as the integrin superfamily (and dystroglycans, etc.), which establish a cell-matrix anchorage for the cell. Depending on cell type, different ligands might be more applicable. Fibroblasts, for example, secrete collagen and fibronectin, to reestablish the ECM during wound healing. Since collagen I is the most abundant collagen type in the body, it is frequently used as a ligand for multiple cell types ranging from fibroblasts to smooth muscle cells. Other ligands such as collagen II and collagen IV, fibronectin, and laminin are often used for more specialized assays and cell types. Adhesion to ECM through integrins initiates a signal cascade that often fosters further cell adhesion; thus choosing the right ligand is important for mimicking the native environments of different types of cells. Table 2 provides a short list of relevant ligands engaged in cell anchorage with their respective matrix binding partners in their resident tissue.
Beyond simply selecting a particular ligand, the ligand density is also often critically important for cell adhesion and the ability of cells to respond to mechanical cues. Ligand density can influence cell motility in non-linear ways as shown in classic experiments that identify an intermediate density of ligand for maximal crawling speed (on rigid glass); modeling with classical reaction kinetics by Lauffenburger et al. suggests that a high ligand density strongly attaches the rear of a cell to the substrate, so that myosin contractility cannot detach the rear [38] . These studies have recently been extended to determine the combined elasticity-and ligand-dependent motility, with high ligand density again limiting mechanically-dependent cell motility responses [39] . Other metrics of cell response, such as cell spreading area, cytoskeletal organization, and contractility, also appear to be ligand density dependent [40, 41] . The results generally demonstrate the non-linearity of ECM responses, and reasonable fits with simple thermodynamic (or steady state) models appear insightful.
Differentiation and other cellular processes on gels and matrices
As highlighted thus far, the stiffness of the underlying substrate influences the extent to which cells spread, establish adhesive contact, and assemble cytoskeletal structures. Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) provide striking evidence that matrix elasticity influences higher cell functions such as differentiation [42] . Naive MSCs plated on collagen-coated PA gels are initially round, but within hours of plating, they attach and form adhesions to the substrates. Fig. 4 illustrates the differences in cell morphology that are suggestive of specific cell lineages after plating cells for just 24 h. A dominant fraction of each population of low passage MSCs spreads as shown ( Fig. 4A  plot) . Importantly, treatment with mitomycin C, a DNA crosslinking agent that generally inhibits proliferation, does not block this initial spreading step for the majority of cells and further indicates that this is a population-wide shift towards morphologies of various lineages. After 1-4 weeks on elastic substrates (Fig. 4B) , cells in identical media conditions are found to express key markers of early neurogenic, myogenic, and osteogenic lineages on gels that correspond respectively to tissue elasticities of brain, muscle, and nascent (pre-mineralized) bone. The neurogenic cytoskeletal protein β3-tubulin was expressed most prominently in the axon-like extensions of cells on the soft 1kPa gels. The myogenic transcription factor MyoD peaked on the stiffer 11kPa substrates, and MyoD even appeared prominent in a fraction of the cell nuclei. Likewise, the osteogenic transcription factor CBFα1 was up-regulated on the stiffest, 34kPa, matrices. These observations of protein markers were substantiated and elaborated further with transcript profiles [42] .
In committed tissue cells, important elasticity-dependent effects have been documented in the tumor-like growth of ductal epithelial cells [43] , in focal adhesion dynamics in epithelial cells and fibroblasts [4] , and in the contractile prestress or force-generation in primary smooth muscle cells [44] . Cell motility is also affected as observed on PA substrates with a steep rigidity gradient that has led to the term "durotaxis" [45] . Fibroblasts approaching a steep transition from a soft gel to a stiff gel will migrate across, with a concurrent increase in spreading area and traction. In contrast, cells migrating from the stiff substrate will turn around or retract, as if the cells are unable to overcome the stronger adhesion on stiffer substrates.
Such processes certainly reinforce the impression that 'cells feel their way through life'. Traditional cell culture is done with cells on surfaces (i.e. 2D) for many reasons of convenience and accessibility, but most tissue cells in vivo are in 3D microenvironments that not only change the number of possible attachments but can also alter transport to and from the cell as well as many aspects of cell behavior, including mechanical constraints. 3D could in principle evoke new signals not utilized by cells in 2D. Cell biology research seems increasingly headed toward this added dimension [46] [47] [48] [49] . Seminal work by Yamada et al. has shown that fibroblasts move and divide faster and are more similar to in vivo cell shapes in 3D versus 2D constructs. Softer, fibrillar 3D microenvironments also seem to stimulate matrix secretion [48] , which could profoundly modulate cell phenotype [50] . Kinetic modeling by Zaman et al. has recently predicted distinct cell migration in 2D versus 3D microenvironments, consistent with processes such as durotaxis [51] . For a more systematic study of such processes, 3D models are required to mimic the native environment while still being accessible for experimental investigation. New technologies such as electro-spinning are used for the production of polymer networks with a welldefined mesh size and tunable compliance to allow for tailored 3D environments for both cell biology studies and biomedical applications [52, 53] .
Pharmacological effects and mechanistic insights
A large number of membrane-localized proteins and their interactions no doubt underlie the varied molecular mechanisms behind the diverse cell on gel responses (Fig. 5 ). Ligandreceptor binding is clearly the first step of cell-substrate or cellcell interactions, but proteins of the integrin superfamily not only bind to ECM ligands (as mentioned above), but also establish intracellular connections with the cytoskeleton via large, multi-domain scaffolding and crosslinker proteins (talin, paxillin, etc.). Unbound integrins are relatively mobile in the cell membrane but readily form clusters and focal adhesion complexes with the cytoskeleton when they bind to the ECM in a force-dependent manner [54] [55] [56] . Integrins that are bound to the ECM induce further signaling [57, 58] , and cytoplasmic signaling proteins such as Rac and Rho activators are clearly involved in establishing focal complexes and maturing them to focal contacts [59, 60] .
Cell contractility is due to molecular motors that are also needed for adhesion maturation and maintenance of focal complexes and contacts. Non-muscle myosin II (NMM II) in its three isoforms (a, b, and c) seems key to the contractility of nonmuscle cells and 'pulls the trigger' on mechano-sensing and signal transduction [61] . The recently identified drug blebbistatin, [62] is a selective NMM IIa-c inhibitor that blocks motor activity without affecting actin binding, the drug completely shuts down the differential response of adult MSCs to matrix elasticity [42] , and it does so by disabling active contraction within the cell, thereby preventing the cell from perceiving substrate elasticity. Even the initial spreading of MSCs on elastic substrates (4h after plating) that otherwise shows an increase in area of the cell body with stiffer substrates is inhibited by treatment with blebbistatin ( Fig. 6A ). In the presence of this drug, the main bodies of cells on all substrates remain small and round, which shows that NMM II is crucial for cell spreading. Careful titration of this drug might inhibit just enough myosin to deceive the cell into feeling a decreased "effective stiffness", but partial inhibition might also The solid line shows the best fit using the function shown as inset yielding K coll= 10 kPa that agrees well with values determined for smooth muscle cells. B) MSC cell numbers relative to the number plated on elastic PA hydrogels. On soft gels, mitomycin C treated cells (open circles) seem to be more proliferative than the untreated control cells (full grey circles), whereas the behavior reverses on very rigid surfaces and on glass, proliferation is suppressed due to strong adhesion to stiffer substrates. impact the entire sensory mechanism by just 'turning off the motor'. Such questions and others that take advantage of the reversible binding of drugs (rather than irreversible mutants) should lend important insight in the future.
Inhibition of non-muscle myosin II is already known to cause disassembly of focal adhesion complexes [59] . Use of KT5926, a potent inhibitor of the myosin light chain kinase, or 2,3-butanedione monoxime (BDM), another inhibitor of myosin motors shows that focal adhesions normally seen on firm substrates disappear and are instead replaced with emerging irregular vinculin-containing structures that resemble punctates seen on very soft substrates [4] . Despite these studies, we understand very little of the mechanistic details of how NMM II together with the cytoskeleton and other proteins, collectively regulate force-generation, mechano-sensing, signal transduction, and adhesion of cells.
One key physical principle that is at least clear from single molecule studies [63, 64] is that force F exponentially tends to accelerate dissociation of protein complexes. The common kinetic expression in terms of the zero-force dissociation rate k o and force-dependent rate k is:
where F ⁎ characterizes the bond sensitivity to force. In principle, this parameter F ⁎ might also be negative so that force inhibits dissociation. Such a bond has been called a 'catch bond' and some groups have claimed evidence for it in some examples of adhesion interactions [65] [66] [67] . Regardless, the physics highlights a generic force-dependent dynamic to all of the non-covalent interactions from matrix to ligand to receptor to actin-myosin cytoskeletal assembly. It seems most likely that force-generationas inhibited by blebbistatincouples to a spectrum of k o and F ⁎ to produce the wide-ranging responses found in the cell on gel effects. Although inhibition of myosin appears to broadly prevent cell on gel responses for all substrates, other drugs could have more selective effects. Mitomycin C inhibits cell proliferation. It is therefore used as an anti-cancer drug and its effects on MSCs as a model for a 'cancer stem cell' or perhaps just a generic stromal cell can be informative. Surprisingly, initial data with MSCs suggests that these cells on soft gels divide somewhat more rapidly in the presence of this drug versus the controls (Fig. 6B) . The proliferation of MSCs on soft gels in the presence of this drug is similar to proliferation on moderate to stiff gels. On rigid glass substrates, in comparison, adhesion seems so strong that proliferation is inhibited with or without drug. These results suggest that cells in the very soft parts of a solid tumor, which one might speculate includes the necrotic core, will divide and grow slightly more upon delivery of an anti-cancer drug. Given the potential patho-physiological relevance of matrix elasticity, such matrix-moderated effects on proliferation and on drug-induced effects on proliferation should be more seriously factored into therapeutic applications.
We have begun to test more directly the above hypothesis regarding cancer cells and matrix-modulated therapies. Since adhesion has a key role in matrix mechanotransduction even in cancer [43] , molecularly specific therapies are being developed for cancer therapy among other conditions and diseases. Like most cells, human lung cancer derived epithelial cells (A549) spread well on rigid substrates coated with collagen I (Fig. 7) . Such glass substrates might be considered more representative of fibrotic, rigidified tissue, whereas soft gels (E = 4kPa) which are likewise coated and perhaps approximate compliant lung tissue promote little spreading. The A549 cells are known to express non-muscle myosins [68] , which are required for cell spreading as noted above. These cells also express the cell surface receptor, Integrin Associated Protein (IAP, or CD47), that can induce apoptosis upon ligation with antibodies [69] . Such molecularly specific treatment indeed proves effective on cells growing on rigid substrates, but the antibody addition appears ineffective on cells growing on soft gels. The dye used for these studies (mitotracker) stains the mitochondria red in viable cells and then leaks into the cytoplasm of non-viable cells to become green. Such dyes thus show that the A549 cells are about as viable on soft gels as on standard rigid substrates, but they more importantly show that a molecularly specific therapy is much less effective on perfectly viable cells grown on the same ligand in the same medium but on a mechanically distinct matrix. The correlation appears simple in this case: there is 5.2-fold less spreading and 6.3-fold less cell death on soft substrates. Less adhesion leading to less effect seems very sensible for an antibody directed at an integrin associated protein such as CD47.
Force-generation and adhesion are critical in cell spreading, but whether protein synthesis is required has not yet been adequately addressed. The question is whether simple rearrangement of existing proteins and structures is sufficient for initial cell on gel effects, or whether cells immediately synthesize and assemble new structures to adequately respond to their environment? Cycloheximide (CHX) acts on the ribosome and is an inhibitor of protein biosynthesis in eukaryotic organisms. CHX-treated cells thus lose their ability to express new proteins. Smooth muscle cells (SMCs) from rat aorta (A7r5) were allowed to spread for 4h on PA gels of different stiffness and show the usual increase in spreading on stiffer gels as reported previously with these cells [39] and also as shown above for MSCs. However, a marked decrease in spread area was observed for CHX-treated cells on gel or glass substrates that are more rigid than ∼ 10kPa as shown in Fig. 8 [70] . This data suggests that on stiffer substrates blocking upregulation (or de novo synthesis) of certain proteins affects cell adhesion and markedly influences the cell spreading process. Immunostaining shows that ribosomes in these cells are dispersed throughout the cytoplasm to the cell edge and could conceivably translate protein required for some or all aspects of cell spreading. Curiously, cell spreading on intermediate stiffness gels of ∼ 10kPa appears unaffected by CHX treatment. The results thus suggest two mechanisms or regimes of cell spreading, only one of which is drug sensitive. Such findings with smooth muscle cells may also be relevant to treatment and control of proliferation and differentiation of these cells in atherosclerotic plaques as well as in implanted stents where restenosis is a problem.
Results with drug treatments of various cells on soft, stiff, and rigid matrices illustrate the broad range of possible matrixdependent drug responses. Cells on soft gels might be relatively unaffected in spreading (Fig. 6A, 8 ) or apoptosis-induction ( Fig.  7) while they might be stimulated to proliferate (Fig. 6B ). On the other hand, cells on stiff substratesperhaps simple models for fibrotic tissues typical in tumorsgenerally seem more sensitive to diverse drugs in terms of spreading ( Fig. 5A, 7) and apoptosis-induction ( Fig. 6 ), but the slowed proliferation on rigid substrates (at least for stem cells) limits anti-proliferative effects (Fig. 6B ). Further differences are seen on substrates of intermediate stiffness, which underlines the key point that matrix elasticity can strongly couple to cell responses induced by soluble effectors. Thus, the ineffectiveness of in vivo drug therapies on tumors, where recurrence is common, might well reflect microenvironment heterogeneity and its direct influence on cell programs and drug susceptibility. A novel therapeutic strategy that is suggested here entails delivery of drug cocktails where each drug is effective on cells growing on one or more of the soft, stiff, or rigid substrates.
Implications for regenerative medicine scaffolds
Hard tissues such as bone as well as relatively stiff connective tissue such as cartilage have received considerable attention in tissue engineering, with the development of methods of cell-seeded polymer scaffolds. Perhaps the most common polymer for these purposes is polylactic acid (PLA), which is often crystalline but degradable over long times due to polyester bond hydrolysis. PLA is an extremely stiff polymer with a bulk elasticity of E ∼ 1 GPa, which is ten-thousand fold stiffer than most soft tissues. As a porous scaffold for cell seeding, the macro-elasticity of PLA tends to scale with the weight fraction of the polymer but struts, webs, and plates bigger or thicker than cell-scale are likely to be perceived by cells as rigid. This assertion is based on findings that cells feel on length scales of microns or less [71] . Nanofibers which can be bent by cells might have the correct local rigidity to limit such inhomogeneous cell responses.
Engineering of soft tissue replacements also seems promising with softer polymers other than PLA, and there are certainly some widely studied examples. The previously mentioned Matrigel, a biologically derived mix of soluble matrix of collagen, laminin, and other components, has an apparent elasticity E ≤ 1 kPa. Since this elasticity is much softer than Fig. 8 . Cell area of smooth muscle cells spread on elastic surfaces and glass, with and without ribosome inhibition with cycloheximide (CHX). Treated cells show significant (p b 0.01) differences versus control cells only, when grown on stiffer surfaces (34 kPa and rigid glass). Top images show actin (red) and ribosomes (green) that are found throughout the cytoplasm and at the cell edge. Right images show the actin cytoskeleton is usually organized on rigid matrices unless CHX-treated. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) most soft tissues cited above, seeding cells on such a soft matrix is unlikely to foster significant mechanical feedback, at least for smooth or skeletal muscle type tissue. A related but slightly stiffer cell scaffold can be made by extracting the cells without complete matrix solubilization [72] . Such a cell-free matrix derived from arteries has been seeded with stem cells and implanted to surgically reconstruct large parts of the urethra in human patients [73] . Differentiation of the stem cells toward the appropriate lineage would seem based in part on the suitably stiff substrate as well as the implanted microenvironment. Looking at tissue regeneration by the use of stem cell injection to damaged areas shows that the physical properties of damaged or impaired tissue can be dramatically different from the native one. Great care has to be taken since the microenvironment, as described above, can significantly influence the maturation of the injected stem cells. Using the experimental findings of the in vitro studies will help to face the challenges for a suitable delivery method into the body. A temporary microenvironment exhibiting suitable parameters for cell differentiation has to be designed so that as the tissue regeneration progresses, this temporary matrix will vanish after the initial preferred differentiation scheme is completed, and can therefore prevent the stem cell maturation process from taking unwanted routes.
Conclusions and outlook
This review has attempted to highlight only a fraction of the systematic studies that have recently emerged on the influence of the biophysical environment on cells; and further warrants studies to elucidate the signaling pathways underlying these observations. Applying current knowledge gained from mechano-sensing and force transduction while adding additional cell cues to in vitro systems seems likely to generate microenvironments of greater fidelity and enhanced applicability as therapeutic test beds. All of these findings seem likely to contribute toward optimal tailoring of the physical and chemical conditions for in vivo applications such as of tissue regeneration and drug delivery.
